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Recent experimental explorations of silicon nanomeshes have shown that the unique metastructures

exhibit reduced thermal conductivity while preserving bulk electrical conductivity via feature sizes

between relevant phonon and electron mean free paths, aiding in the continued promise that

nanometer-scale engineering may further enhance thermoelectric behavior. Here, we introduce a

strategy for tuning thermoelectric transport phenomena in semiconductor nanomeshes via

heterogeneous elastic strain engineering, using silicon as a model material for demonstration of the

concept. By combining analytical models for electron mobility in uniformly stressed silicon with finite

element analysis of strained silicon nanomeshes in a lumped physical model, we show that the

nonuniform and multiaxial strain fields defined by the nanomesh geometry give rise to spatially

varying band shifts and warping, which in aggregate accelerate electron transport along directions of

applied stress. This allows for global electrical conductivity and Seebeck enhancements beyond those

of homogenous samples under equivalent far-field stresses, ultimately increasing thermoelectric power

factor nearly 50% over unstrained samples. The proposed concept and structures—generic to a wide

class of materials with large dynamic ranges of elastic strain in nanoscale volumes—may enable a

new pathway for active and tunable control of transport properties relevant to waste heat scavenging

and thermal management. VC 2015 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4915270]

Ever-increasing energy demands underscore the need

for efficient waste heat recovery, and nanostructured thermo-

electric materials are an increasingly attractive means to this

end. Recent advances have shown enhanced thermoelectric

figures-of-merit1–3 (zT) in materials previously known for

their bulk performance; however, these materials are com-

monly compound semiconductors incorporating rare or toxic

elements, limiting their potential and adoption rates.

Nanopatterned semiconductors and silicon, in particular, are

recent recipients of increased attention4–6 for their potential

in frustrating phonon propagation and reducing thermal con-

ductivity without adversely affecting electrical conductiv-

ity,4 but conflicting studies promoting both phononic crystal

effects5 and diffuse scattering mechanisms7 as the root

causes of thermal conductivity reduction have hampered

ultimate optimization of pattern size, shape, and spacing.

Furthermore, the product of electrical conductivity and

Seebeck coefficient squared (q�1S2, known as the thermo-

electric power factor) remains unoptimized, hindering the

potential of nanomeshes as a viable morphology for thermo-

electric devices. Here, we introduce the concept of tunable

metadefect structures by considering the effects of engi-

neered elastic strain gradients around ordered features,

patterned with length scales larger than the underlying

atomic structure, on global electronic transport phenomena.

In analogy to atomic-level defects in crystalline materials

that introduce heterogeneous and long-range elastic strain

fields owing to perturbations of the otherwise perfect crystal-

line lattice, we exploit strain amplification around patterned

metadefects that give rise to changes in the electronic band

structure to enhance transport. We focus our study on silicon,

the most well understood semiconductor, to illustrate the

metadefect concept and its potential for improving material

performance through careful engineering of metastructure

and resulting strain state.

Uniform elastic strain in bulk silicon has long been

known to alter electron effective mass, mobility, and thus

conductivity8–12 leading to applications in high frequency

field effect transistors. However, the role of intentionally

introduced strain gradients and heterogeneity has received

less attention. We propose the juxtaposition of elastic strain

and rational spatial patterning of strain gradients via nano-

mesh geometries as a means of exploiting heterogeneity and

control of the strain state. We extend these concepts beyond

charge carrier mobility and, in the context of thermoelectric

properties, consider the influence of spatial strain state heter-

ogeneity on q�1, S, and ultimately zT, given by

zT ¼ q�1S2

je þ jl
T; (1)

where je is the electronic contribution to thermal conductiv-

ity, jl is the phonon contribution to thermal conductivity,

and T is temperature. To develop a quantitative description

of the transport behavior via metadefects, a flexible geomet-

ric model incorporating the strain dependence of electronic

band structure is required.

Here, we present a numerical method for calculating the

thermoelectric-figure-of-merit in strained silicon nanomeshes.

Beginning with an analytical model for electron mobility in

arbitrarily strained n-type silicon, we utilize strain states

obtained via finite element methods to compute electron
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conductivity alongside Seebeck coefficients on an elemental

level before determining global transport behavior. Through

a systematic exploration of strain state, pattern, and hole ge-

ometry, we find optimized thermoelectric power factors for

mesh porosities greater than 15%, as well as compute the de-

pendence of optimal power factor on both applied stress mag-

nitude and free electron concentration. These results bolster

elastic strain engineering of semiconductor nanomeshes as a

methodology for achieving tunable response, and serve to fur-

ther highlight the importance of nanostructuring to the future

of thermoelectric materials development.

We begin by treating the effect of strain state on electron

mobility le informed by the effective mass tensor, upon

which the components of zT depend. In an n-type semicon-

ductor, q�1¼ enle, and the Wiedemann-Franz law13 yields

je from q�1, illustrating the increasing contribution of je to

total thermal conductivity with increasing carrier contribu-

tion. We also treat changes to S under the influence of elastic

strain, which in the energy-independent scattering approxi-

mation, assuming parabolic band structure,14 is given by15

S ¼ 8p2k2
B

3eh2
m�dosT

p
3n

� �2=3

; (2)

where n is carrier concentration and m�dos ¼ M2=3
c ðmlmtmtÞ1=3

is the density-of-states effective mass, where Mc is the num-

ber of equivalent band minima, ml is longitudinal effective

mass, and mt is transverse effective mass. Considering the

fundamental dependence of both S and le on effective mass,

it is prudent to utilize explicit, tensorial models for this quan-

tity as a function of strain.

To this end, we utilize a series of three recent analytical

studies16–18 predicated on treating electron mobility as a

product of scalar scattering and tensorial effective mass com-

ponents as the foundation for our modeling of transport in

nanomeshes. The coalesced mobility model (our own imple-

mentation made explicit in the supplementary material35) is

analytical and fully tensorial, taking into account strain-

dependent changes to intervalley, intravalley, and impurity

scattering rates,16 changes to absolute bandgap width via de-

formation potential theory and band splitting,17,18 as well as

changes to electron effective mass due to band warping para-

meterized using the empirical pseudopotential method.18

After modeling the effects of strain on these physical phe-

nomena and calculating three D conduction-valley-pair-spe-

cific mobility tensors, the three tensors are weighted by the

electron population of each valley pair to produce a final ma-

terial mobility tensor for the input strain state. Through nu-

merical implementation of the model we have independently

verified the previous authors’ results as largely self-

consistent. We focus our attention here to global transport

along h110i in Si, which has been shown to be the optimal

transport direction when coincident with uniaxial stress.19

Fig. 1(a) illustrates the implementation of the aforemen-

tioned mobility model to a uniformly strained bulk silicon

sample of carrier concentration 1019cm�3 at room tempera-

ture, showing enhancement of q�1 along [110] with respect to

unstrained silicon for a varying in-plane uniaxial stress

applied along the indicated crystallographic directions. In cal-

culating S, we account for the breaking of silicon’s sixfold

degeneracy owing to strain and again weight the band-specific

results by electron population in analogy with the coalesced

mobility model.20 For the case of plane tensile stress in (001),

twofold degenerate D2 valleys are brought closer in energy;

whereas fourfold degenerate D4 valleys are spread further

apart. This results in the net reduction in S shown in Fig. 1(b),

showing symmetry about [010] due its dependence on m*dos

in contrast to the full effective mass tensor dependence held

by q�1. Results coincide with the near-universal reduction in

S under tensile strain reported elsewhere,21 again illustrating

that net increases in ml and mt are insufficient to counter the

effects of broken degeneracy. Fig. 1(c) shows the result of

combining these factors to examine the thermoelectric power

factor q�1S2. Our results show that elastic strain can enhance

and maximize power factor along h110i by ensuring applied

stress is largely coincident. Taken as a whole, the gains in

electron mobility in uniaxially strained silicon counter the

degeneracy, leading to a maximum of �50% enhancement

under optimized conditions near r1¼ 1.5 GPa.

To extend this fully analytical analysis to transport eval-

uation of two-dimensional strained metadefect structures, we

employ the volume filament lumped model approach,22,23

whereby continuum systems subjected to electrical fields are

treated as systems of discrete elements divided such that

equal current flows through each filament. To begin this

treatment, we first apply a remote stress along Si [110] to a

periodic nanomesh structure via finite element methods, con-

verting a remote uniaxial strain state to one with combined

shear and normal components and spatially altering the elec-

tronic band structure via unit cell volume changes, distor-

tions, and symmetry breaking. We extract the full strain

tensor at every node in the simulation, and this strain tensor

is then used to calculate the electrical conductivity tensor

q�1
ij and S at each node using the model previously

described, providing spatial maps of varying local electronic

properties in each array geometry. To calculate charge trans-

port through the nanomeshes and determine appropriate

boundaries in volume filament division, a potential differ-

ence is also applied along [110], and isocurrent lines with

inter-line spacing inversely proportional to the electron pop-

ulation are used to provide electron pathways of equal

FIG. 1. Transport enhancement in fully

dense silicon with respect to room tem-

perature, unstrained silicon of carrier

concentration 1019 cm�3, of electrical

conductivity (a), Seebeck coefficient

(b), and thermoelectric power factor

(c) as measured along [110] as a func-

tion of both magnitude and direction of

applied uniaxial tensile stress.
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current in the strained structures. This results in a continuous

volume filament path along which q�1 can now be evaluated

through equivalent circuit analysis (supplementary Fig. S1

(Ref. 35)), assuming nanomesh features are significantly

larger than the electron mean free path24 and total current is

roughly equal to a similarly strained fully dense structure.4

With spatial maps of q�1
ij and electrical current pathways,

then, we have all the information needed for discretizing the

metadefect structure and integrating aggregate electron

transport properties across the spatial domain.

Fig. 2 presents the results of our model for (001) n-sili-

con nanomeshes with an electron concentration of

1019 cm�3, shown for both square (Fig. 2(a)) and diamond

(Fig. 2(b)) arrays of cylindrical holes of equal porosity (lat-

tice parameter 400 nm, porosity of 22%) under a remotely

applied uniaxial stress of r1¼ 1 GPa. In these figures, indi-

vidual colored lines are isocurrent density lines, where color

represents the local electrical conductivity tensor at each

node evaluated along the direction of electrical current trans-

port. The equivalent electrical conductivity for each volume

filament line is presented to the bottom of each figure, repre-

sented using the same color scale as the two unit cell images.

Both geometries result in clear conductivity enhancements

owing to elastic deformation, particularly in regions sur-

rounding large tensile stresses. Interestingly, they differ in

producing notably different spatial conductivity maps, with

sharper spatial gradients apparent in the square unit cell. The

deformed diamond array leads to larger values of shear strain

between holes (supplementary Fig. S2 (Ref. 35)), giving rise

to stronger band warping in these regions. Remarkably,

global effective conductivities for the square and diamond

nanomesh structures are 283 S/cm (56% enhancement rela-

tive to the unstrained material) and 272 S/cm (50% enhance-

ment), respectively. Provided thermal conductivities that are

roughly equivalent (as assumed from equal porosities and

features well above thermal phonon mean free paths),7 the

fact that one structure produces greater local conductivity

enhancements, while the other global, provides added flexi-

bility in choosing the best geometry for a given application.

In utilizing this model for global electrical conductivity

in conjunction with global Seebeck coefficients (obtained by

averaging local Seebeck coefficients along isocurrent

paths25), we are now equipped to make a semi-quantitative

comparison between the two nanomesh structures as func-

tions of remote stress and carrier concentration to guide ex-

perimental implementation. As seen in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b),

q�1S2 enhancement relative to unstrained silicon for both

sample geometries at 22% porosity is shown, using the

Goldsmid expression for Seebeck coefficient26 with constant

scattering parameter r¼�1/2 allowing comparison across a

wide range of dopant concentrations. Immediately apparent

is that q�1S2 is enhanced substantially over unstrained mate-

rial and the concentration at which q�1S2 is maximized

decreases with increasing stress for both geometries, starting

at 6.5 � 1018 cm�3 for unstrained silicon and dropping as

low as 2.7 � 1018 cm�3 for r1¼ 2 GPa, due to D4 depopula-

tion at higher stresses causing a gradual reduction in S at

lower n. Also of note is the near-identical behavior predicted

for both geometries at applied stresses up to r1¼ 0.5 GPa,

and the fact that the stress at which q�1S2 is maximized

(�1 GPa) is substantially reduced in comparison with unpat-

terned material (�1.5 GPa). This points toward the geome-

tries remaining functionally identical at more easily

achieved applied stresses, meaning experimental realization

of an optimized strained nanomesh should be possible. In

particular, we note the clear advantage of using nanoscale

geometries beyond the effects of phonon scattering leading

to beneficial reductions of thermal conductivity for thermo-

electric applications. Namely, the use of small volumes leads

to tremendous gains in strength and thus elastic range prior

to plastic deformation or fracture,27 ensuring fully reversible

and tunable behavior over a large number of cycles. The dia-

mond lattice structure may ultimately be at a practical disad-

vantage due to �40% higher peak strains at hole edges from

smaller radii of curvature compared to a square lattice of

equal porosity, rendering the structures more susceptible to

failure at the same level of thermoelectric performance.

Nevertheless, if care is taken to not exceed the elastic limit

of nanostructured Si, then the phenomena elucidated here are

entirely reversible and thus tunable for a given application or

temperature.

With maximized carrier concentration and remote

stresses determined, further optimization can be found by

varying the porosity for each geometry and computing global

FIG. 2. Simulation results for strained silicon nanomeshes indicating instantaneous electrical conductivity evaluated along lines of constant current in square

(a) and diamond (b) 400 nm lattice parameter a unit cells under r1¼ 1 GPa remote uniaxial stress along [110], as calculated from the full electron mobility

tensor at each point, at room temperature. Color bars below (a) and (b) indicate the effective electrical conductivity for each line, and the global effective con-

ductivities for the two 22% porosity structures are 282.5 S/cm (55.6% enhancement) and 271.8 S/cm (49.9% enhancement), respectively. Effective conductiv-

ities are calculated via lumped modeling by applying equivalent circuit analysis across nodes, summing elements in series horizontally and in parallel

vertically. Reported percent enhancement is with respect to unstrained, bulk silicon with a carrier concentration of 1019 cm�3.
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quantities at the optimized conditions r1¼ 1 GPa and

n¼ 3.8 � 1018 cm�3. As shown in Fig. 4(a), smaller porosity

values (0:15 < / < 0:25, keeping porosity constant and

varying pattern lattice parameter) result in roughly equiva-

lent q�1 enhancements, but the two structures surprisingly

trend in opposite directions as porosity is increased beyond

/ > 0:25. Global effective S values (Fig. 4(b)) follow the

reverse trends. With these results combined (Fig. 4(c)),

q�1S2 of the square lattice increases monotonically with

increasing / over the range simulated, showing enhance-

ments near 50% over unstrained silicon, giving 5.75 W m�1

K�2 for the modest applied stress r1¼ 1 GPa, while the dia-

mond lattice exhibits a reduction in q�1S2 corresponding

directly with the reduced q�1 shown in Fig. 4(a). Further

increases in porosity beyond those reported in Fig. 4 would

lead to ligament widths that are <50 nm and begin to

approach the regime where surface scattering of electrons

would also reduce q�1S2 of the unstrained nanomesh. Thus,

the focus of this study is on the tunable parameter of strain.

These results indicate that the square nanomesh array not

only provides larger global transport enhancements for the

same applied remote stress but also robust behavior over a

wide range of porosities. The drastic reduction in both S and

q�1 visible at higher porosities in the diamond lattice struc-

ture may be explained by the more tortuous paths and distinct

cumulative strain states experienced by electrons travelling

through the structure. Higher average transport path curvature

results in electrons travelling nearly constantly at an angle

45� to the direction of applied stress in the proximity of the

pores, where as shown in Fig. 1(a), all factors are enhanced

the least with respect to unstrained silicon. Likewise, S values

in Fig. 1(b) cross from a minimum when the direction of

measured transport is 45� to the direction of applied stress

back towards a local maximum when stress and transport are

perpendicular. As shown in supplementary Fig. S3,35 both

maximum local strain magnitudes and the proportion of cur-

rent forced through the regions of high tensile strain increase

as a function of porosity. Assuming total current remains con-

stant, these results show that strain amplification and hetero-

geneity have a net positive effect on q�1S2.

Taken as a whole, the strain amplification and spatial

heterogeneity in Si nanomeshes can yield improved power

factors, yet these geometries should also affect thermal

conductivity. Using our quantitative descriptions of electron

transport in strained silicon nanomeshes, we now make a

number of reasonable assumptions regarding thermal trans-

port to estimate zT in such metadefect structures. To start, we

conservatively assume strain-invariant jl over the elastic

range studied,28,29 negligible je, and neglect changes to array

lattice parameter as a result of elastic strain (which would be

smaller than 0.59% for 1 GPa applied stress). With regards to

FIG. 3. Power factor (q�1S) as a function of carrier concentration and applied uniaxial stress along [110] for square (a) and diamond lattice (b) silicon nano-

meshes, as evaluated at room temperature. All curves are normalized to the maximum power factor of the unstrained silicon nanomesh. The carrier concentra-

tions for which q�1S is maximized for each condition are indicated with colored arrows. For the purpose of comparison across a wide range of carrier

concentrations, this figure relies on the Seebeck formula laid out by Goldsmid26 using constant scattering parameter r¼�1/2.

FIG. 4. Room temperature electrical conductivity (a), Seebeck coefficient

(b), and effective power factor (c) of square and diamond lattice silicon

nanomeshes as functions of mesh porosity for r1¼ 1 GPa applied uniaxial

stress along [110] and n¼ 3.8 � 1018 cm�3. Reported percent enhancement

is with respect to unstrained, bulk silicon with a carrier concentration of

n¼ 3.8 � 1018cm�3, also at room temperature, and red arrows at left indi-

cate values for bulk strained silicon with a carrier concentration of n ¼ 3.8

� 1018cm�3 at room temperature.
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jl, we recognize that exact mechanisms behind the reported

reductions in nanomeshes are still under debate. In addition,

the critical dimensions that govern transport are still not clear,

with researchers promoting either minimum neck width24,30

or feature spacing and periodicity.4,5 We conservatively con-

sider only nanomeshes with feature sizes above the electron

mean free path in highly doped silicon (1–10 nm) where there

should be no significant reduction in device conductivity or

sharpening of density of states.24 Thus, for the porosity

ranges studied here, we expect the unstrained nanomeshes to

exhibit bulk-like electrical conductivity, consistent with ex-

perimental measurements on Si nanomeshes.4 Applying

r1¼ 1 GPa to the structures fabricated by Tang et al.24 (dia-

mond lattice, lattice constant a¼ 55 nm, /¼ 0.35, n¼ 5

� 1019 cm�3, jl¼ 1.73 W m�1 K�1), we estimate a power

factor of 0.536 m K W�1 and zT of 0.31 at room temperature.

We note that even this enhancement is modest, as the experi-

mental conditions do not coincide with our calculated optimal

lattice type, porosity, or carrier concentration. Employing the

phonon mean free path-centric approach advanced by Jain

et al.7 allows a rough zT comparison between the square and

diamond unit cell geometries by assuming that jl for both

should be comparable for a given porosity. The same set of

parameters instead applied to a square lattice with n¼ 3.8 �
1018 cm�3 yields a power factor of 2.68 m K W�1 and zT of

1.55 at room temperature assuming the near-amorphous-limit

reported jl holds valid, producing an enhancement over two

orders of magnitude with respect to bulk, unstrained silicon

(zT¼ 0.01).31

We note that our results suggest optimized metadefect

structures with pore sizes, carrier concentrations, and remote

strains that are experimentally within reach for both free-

standing32 and bound top-down33 silicon structures. It is also

important to reiterate that strained silicon has been discussed

here as a model system; the principles introduced here could

be easily extended to other material systems. Details of

electron and phonon band structures are of course material-

dependent, but the simultaneous frustration of phonon propa-

gation and enhancement of electron transport discussed here

should be possible wherever metadefect structures are

employed at length scales larger than electron mean free

paths. We predict that materials showing large band shifts

and warping, in addition to strain-mediated degeneracy34

would be promising avenues to pursue. Thermoelectric

power factor is universally reduced at higher stresses, sug-

gesting that any approach towards tuning q�1S2 in hetero-

structures may benefit most from an optimization of r1 that

would likely differ from the uniaxial scenario, where stress

amplification from metadefects could cause local reductions

in q�1S2 and ultimately reduce global values. We also note

that optimizing the pore geometry (e.g., ellipticity) in addi-

tion to that of the pore array would provide an additional

degree of freedom for transport enhancement.

In summary, we find that elastic strain gradients in

strained Si nanomeshes enable highly tunable thermoelectric

power factors and potential zT enhancements two orders of

magnitude greater than that of unstrained, bulk material. We

expect this avenue to be particularly promising in nanostruc-

tures, which often provide unprecedented material strengths

near the theoretical upper limit and thus a large range of

dynamic range of elastic strain over which to control trans-

port phenomena.
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